


CHAPTER 1 

Overview 
The tille of this first chapter, "f-oundations," describes its place pretty well: here you will 

I~arn .tec~niques that will underlie circuitry that later produces impressive results. Chapter 
I s c trcuns are humbler than what you will sec later, and the devices you meet here <tre 
pr.obably more familiar to you tha n, say, trans istors, operational amplifiers-or 
microprocessors: Ohm's Law will surprise none of you; I = C dV/dt probably sound s at least 
vaguely familiar. 

But the circuit elements that this chapter treats passi1·e devices-~ppear over and owr 
in later active circuits. So, if a student happens to tell us, 'I'm going to be away on the day 
you're doing Lab 2,' we te ll him he will have to make up the lab someho" : that the second 
lab, on RC circuits, is the most imponant in the course. If you do not use that lab to cement 
your understanding of RC circuits--especially filters then you will be haunted hy muddled 
thinking for at Icnst the remainder of analog pan of the course. 

Resistors will give you no trouble; diodes will seem simple enough, :u least in the view 
that we settle for: they are one-way conductors. Capacitors and inductors behave more 
strangely. We will see very few circuits that use inductors, but a great many t hat usc 
cap:tcitors. You arc likely to need a good deal of practice before you get comfortable with 
the central facts of capacitors' behavior-easy to state, hard to get an intuitive grip o n: they 
pass AC, block DC, and sometimes cause large phase shifts. 

We should also restate a word of reassurance offered by the Te~tt (p. 29), but seldom 
believed by students: you can manage this course perfectly even if you cannot follow the 
mathematical arguments that begin in sec. 1.18 (use of comple~t quantities to repn:sent 
voltage and current), and even if, after reading the spectacularly-dense Math Review in 
appendix B you feel that you must be spectacularly dense. This is the place in the Text and 
course where the squeamish usually begin to wonder if they ought to retreat to some 
slower-paced treatment of the subject. Do not give up at this point; hang on until you have 
seen trans istors, at least. The mathematical arguments of 1.18 are not at all character istic of 
this Te~tt or of this course. To the contrary, one of the most striking qualities of this Tc~tt is 
its cheerful evasion of complexity whenever a simpler account can carry you to a good 
design. The treatment of transistors offers a good e~tample, and you ought to swy with the 
course long enough to see that: the transistor chapter is difficult, but wonderfully simpler 
than most other treatments of the subject. You will begin designing useful transistor circuits 
on your first day with the subject. 

I t is also in the fi rst three labs that you will get used to the lab instruments-and 
especially to the most imponant of these, the oscilloscope. It is a comple~t m<~chine; only 
practice will teach you to use it well. Do not make the common mistake of thinking that the 
person next to you who is turning knobs so confidently, flipping switches and adjusting 
trigger level- all on the first day of the course-is smarter than you arc. No, that person 
has done i t before. In two weeks, you too w ill be making the scope do your 
bidding-assuming that you don't leave the work to that person ne~tt to you-who knew it 
all from the beginning. 

The images on the scope screen make silent and invisible cvems visible, though strangely 
abstracted as well; these scope traces will become your memal images of what happens in 
your circuits. The scope will serve as a time microscope that will let you see events that last 
a handful of nanoseconds: the length of time light takes to get from you to the person sitting 
a little way down the lab bench. You may even find yourself reacting emotionally to shapes 
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on the screen: feeling good when you see a smooth, handsome sine wave; disturbed when 
you see the peaks of the sine clipped, or its shape warped; annoyed when fuzz grows on 
your waveforms. 

Anticipating some of these experiences, and to get you in the mood to enjoy the coming 
weelcs in which small events will paint their self-portraits on your screen, we offer you a 
view of some scope traces that never quite occurred, and that nevertheless seem just about 
right: just what a scope would show if it could. This drawing has been posted on one of our 
doors for years, now, and students who happen by pause, peer, hesitat~vidently working 
a bit to put a mental frame around these not-quite-possible pictures; sometimes they ask if 
these are scope traces. They are not, of course; the leap beyond what a scope can show was 
the artist's: Saul Steinberg's. Graciously, he has allowed us to show his drawing here. We 
hope you enjoy it. Perhaps it will help you to look on your less exotic scope displays with a 
liule of the respect and wonder with which we have to look on the traces below. 
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Class 1: DC Circuits 
Topics: 

• Whal this course treats: An? of Electronics 
DC circuits 

Today we will look at c ircuits made up entirely of 

3 

DC voltage sources (things whose outpm voltage is conslant over time; 
things like a bauery, or a lab power supply); 
and 

resis1ors. 

Sounds simple, and it is. We will try to point out quick ways to handle these familiar circui1 
elements. We will concentrate on one circuit fragment , 1hc voh.1ge divider. 

Preliminary: What is " the an of electronics?" 

Not an an, perhaps, but a craft. Here's 1he Text's formulation: 

(E]Iectronics is basically a simple an, a combina1ion of some basic 1aws , 
rules of thumb, and a large bag of tricks. (P. I) 

As you may have gathered, if you have looked at the text, this course differs from an 
engineering e lectronics course in concentrating on 1he "rules of thumb" and the "large bag 
of tricks." You will learn to use rules of thumb and reliable " tricks" without apology. With 
their help you will be able to leave the calculator-bound novice engineer in the dust! 

Two Laws 
Tut sec. 1.01 

First, a glance at two laws: Ohm's Law, and Kirchhoff's Laws (V,l). 

We rely on these rules continually, in electronics. Nevenheless, we rarely will mention 
Kirchhoff again. We use his observations implicitly. We will sec and use Ohm's Law a lot, 
in contrast; no one has gotten around 10 doing what's demanded by the bumper slicker one 
sees around MIT: Repeal Ohm's Law!) 

Ohm's Law: E =IR 

E (old-fashionc:lltcnn for voll:lge) 
is analog of wmcr pressure or 'he:11J' ofw:ucr 
R describes the restriction of now 
I is the rate of II ow ( volumC/untltime) 

Figurt N 1.1: llydnoulic analogy: voltoge as head of water. ete. Use it if it helps your intuition 

The homely hydraulic analogy works pretty well, if you don't push it too far-and if you're 
not too proud to use such an aid to intuition. 
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Yes, the model droops to the extent the original did: down to 10 v. What the model pro ·d 
that th: original circuit lacked is that single value, Rn.e •• expressing how droopy/sti;

1

1~s 
output ts. e 

If som.:one changed the value of the lo::td, the Thevenin model would help you to ·e 
wh~_t droop to expect; ~f. instead, you didn't use the model and had to put the two Jo,:c~ 
reststors 111 parallel. ag:un an.d r.:c:1lculate their parallel resistance, you'd take longer to et 
each an~wcr, and sull you rmght not get a feel for the circuit's owput impedance. g 

. L::t 's try using the model on a set of volt:tge sources that differ only in RThev· At the same 
ume we can see the effect of an Instrument's input impedance. 

Suppose we have a set of voltage dividers, dividing a 20v input by two. Let\ assume 
that "e us.: I '7o resistors (value good to:: 1 %). 

""t ~} ~-1 '~} ·~1-:;_[J 
----------- .S..•ll ll$ 

l·i~urc ~1.16· A SCI of simtlar voltage d1v.dCJs: s.;unc. V1111, d1rfcnng Rn 's 

Vncv is obvious, and is the same in all cases. Rn evidently varies from divider 10 divider. 

_Suppose now that we try to measure Vout at the output of each divider. If we measured 
wuh a perfect voltmeter, the answer in all cases would be IOv (Query· ·1s ·, 10 000 ? 
I O.Ov?) · · 

1 
· v · 

But if we actually perf~rm the measur~ment, we will encounter the R of our imperfect 
lab volu~etcrs. Let's try 11 with a YOM ("volt-ohm-meter," the convem

1

i~nal name for the 
old-fnshtoned "analog" meter, which gives its answers by deflecting its needle to a degree 
that forms a~ annlo.g to th~ quantity measured), and then with a DVM ("digitnl voltmeter," a 
mor~ re~cnt mvcnuon, whtch usu~lly can measure current and resistance as well as voltage, 
despuc us name; both types somcumes are called simply "muhimcters"). 

~upposc you poke the several divider outputs, beginning from the right side where the 
rcs1stors arc I kQ. Here's a table showing what we find, at three or the dividers: ' 

B~.~ 
lk 
IOk 
lOOk 

~Y..., 
9.95 
9.76 
8.05 

~ 
within R tolerance 
loading l>:~rely apparent 
loading obvious 

!he ll.OS v readmg shows such obvious loading-and such a nice round number if we treat 
•t ~s "8 " h h' ' · ~ v -t at we can usc t IS 10 calculate the meter's R .. without much effon: 

frw. tl.is ...,J • I !I'" CAn coi<.U~ .e., 

·~~ 
y~ 

... ~urr '1.17: VOM ,,,; .. u.lmgdcpJrLS rwm 1dc;ai. "-C '"" inrcr H.,. VU\4 
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As usual, one has a choice now, whether to pull out a formula and calculator, or whether to try, 
instead, to do the calculation "back-of-the-envelope" style. Let's try the laner method. 

First, we know that Rn.ev is lOOk parallel lOOk: 50k. Now let's talk our way 10 a solution (an 
approximate solution: we'll treat the measured V out as just "8 volts": 

The meter shows us 8 pans in 10; across the divider's RThe• (or call it "Rout") we 
must be dropping the other 2 pans in 10. The relative sizes of the two resistances 
are in proponion to these two voltage drops: 8 to 2, so R,n-VOM must be 4 • Rncv: 
200k. 

If we squint at the front of the YOM, we'll find a little notation, 
20,000 ohms/volt 

That specification means that if we used the meter on its I V scale {that is, if we set things so that 
an input of I volt would deflect the needle fully), then the meter would show an input resistance 
of 20k. In fact, it's showing us 200k. Does that make sense? It will when you've figured out 
what must be inside a YOM to allow it to change voltage ranges: a set of big series resistors. 
You'll understand this rully when you have done problem 1.8 in the text; for now, take our word 
for it: our answer, 200k, is correct when we have the meter set to the / 0 V scale, as we d o for this 
measurement. 

This is probably a good time to take a quick look at what's inside a multimetcr-VOM or 

DVM: 
How a meter works: 

Depends on type. 
-depends whether the basic works of the meter sense current or voltage. 

• analog: senses current 

tigur~ Nl.l8: AnaJoc mcu:r seruu current. in its cuts 

• digital: senses voltage 

Fie:ure N1.19: Digiul mc1cr senses voltage., "' iu innards 

The YOM specification, 20,000 ohms/volt, describes the sensitivity of the meter movement-the 
guts of the instrument. This movement puts a fairly low ceiling on the YOM's input resistance at 

a given range setting. 

\\ ' 

I ' 

' • 
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Rout 

Here the same problem arises--and we sellle it in the same way: by assuming an ideal 
source. 1ne difficulty, again, is that we need to make some assumption about what is on the 
far side of the divider if we arc to determine R0 u

1
: 

R. -••c..rr 

Jl:our 

f "it:ure X1.12: ROd: we need a.n assumption abou1lhe JOurcc th3l drives the circuit, if we are 10 determine Rovs. 

4. Effects of loading 

Problem: Effects of loading 

What is the voltage at X-
zov 

Figure Xl.lJ: V ,..: oaleulated versus meuurt<l 

with no load attached? 

When measured with a YOM labeled "10,000 ohms/volt?" 
When measured with a scope whose input resistance is 1 M.Q? 

This example recapitulates a point made several times over in the the first day's class notes, 
as you recognize. Reminder. The " ... ohms/volt" rating implies that on the 1-volt scale (that 
is, when 1 V causes full deflection of the meter) the meter will present that input resistance. 
What resistance would the meter present when set to the 10 volt scale? 

We start, as usual, by trying to reduce the circuit to familiar form. The Thevenin model 
does that for us. Then we add meter or scope as load, forming a voltage divider, and see 
what voltage results: 
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---
0 -f O()K 

Figure X1.14: TheveniJl mode) of the c:ircu.it under test: and showing the •·toad"- this time. a meter or scope 

You will go through this general process again and again, in this course: reduce an 
unfamiliar circuit diagram to one that looks familiar. Sometimes you will do that by merely 
redrawing or rearranging the circuit; more often you will invoke a model, and often that 
model will be Thevenin's. 
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Topics: 

• old: 

• new: 

Capacitors 

Class 2: Capacitors and RC Circuits 

Impedances: in, out: rule of thumb when A drives B: old rule in a new 
setting: filter drives filter. 

Capacitors: dynamic description 
RC circuits 

+ Time domain: 

• step response 
• integrator, differentiator (approximate) 

+ Frequency domain: filters 

Today things g~t a little more complicated, and more interesting, as we meet frequency
depend~nt ~IrCuits . ._relying on .. the c_apacitor '? implement thi_s_ new trick. Capacitors let us 
b~nld_ Circu_llS t_hat remembe:r thelf recent hiStory. That ab1hty allows us to make timing 
CJrcuJts (circu!ls th~t l~t tlus happen a predetermined time after that occurs); the most 
Important of sue~ Circuits are oscillators-drcuits that do this timing operation over and 
over, endlessly, 111 order t~ se~ the frequency of an output waveform. The capaci10r's 
memory also_lets us make ClfCulls that respond mostly to changes (differenriators) or mostly 
to averages (mtegrators), and- by far the most important-circuits that favor one frequency 
range over another (filters). 

All of these circuit fragments will be useful within later, more complicated circuits. The 
filters, a.bove al~ ot~ers, will be w~th. us constantly as we meet other analog circuits. They 
are nearly as ubiquHous as the (resisllve-) voltage divider that we met in the first class. 

_///' t~sli&t~r. can Ar &o4fCe~t,_, 'JJ 1$ 
( U«•'!J. en v...,J.t/"1 •.'Nkcfric" 

~ 
mllni•l $11Clo as t'ua,.H:, pl••h<., 
w" l'l<hl OKtd< iltat Jiws Jnahr 

I Cl~itJMt rr • .,;t arrl. 

~ ccodut:.f'".J ,el.iia· 
•i~:ur~ N2.1: The simplest capacicor configuration: sandwiCh 

T.his capa~itor is drawn to look like a ham sandwich: metal plates are the bread, some 
d1electnc IS th~ ham (ceramic capacitors really are about as simple as this). More often, 
cap~cuors aclueve .large area (thus large capacitanc-e) by doing something tricky, such as 
puttmg the dtclecrnc between two thin layers of metal foil, then rolling the whole thing up 
hke a roll of paper towel (mylar capacitors are built this way). 

exr sec. l.l2 

A swtic description of the way a capacitor behaves would say 
Q==CV 

where Q is. total charge, C is the measure of how big the cap is (how much charge it can 
StOre at a g1vcn voltage: C = QIV), and Vis the voltage across the cap. 

• • Ill 

• • ----• • • • 
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This statement just defines the notion of capacitance. It is a Physicist's way of describing 
how .a ~ap behaves, and rarely will we use it again. Instead, we use a dynamic 
descnpl!on-a statement of how things change with time: 

I= CdV/dt 
This is just the time derivative of the "static" description. C is constant with time; I is 
d~fined as the rate at which charge flows. This equation isn't hard to grasp: it says 'The 
b1gger the current, the faster the cap's voltage changes.· 

Again, flowing water helps intuition: think of the cap (with one end grounded) as a mb 

that can hold charige: ~clpJJ, w/"- •f 
~ .,~ftr ,; 'Q• 

1 c. T 

Figur< N2.2: A cap wilh one end grounded works a lot like a tub or waJcr 

A tub of large diameter (cap) holds a lot of water (charge), for a given height (V). If you fill 
the tub through a thin straw (small /), the water level- V- will rise slowly; if you fill or 
drain through a fire hose (big I) the tub will fill ("charge") or drain ("discharge") quickly. A 
tub of large diameter (large capacitor) takes longer to fill or drain than a small tub. Self
evident, isn't it? 

Time-domain Description 
Text sec. 1.13 

Now let's leave tubs of water, and anticipate what we will see when we watch the voltage 
on a cap change with time: when we look on a scope screen, as you will do in Lab 2 . 

An easy case: constantl 
Text sec. 1.15; 
suFig. 1.43 

~, 

r 

t im t. 

Figurt N2.3; Ea.•y c~~U: oonll•nl/-> consunt dV/dl 

This tidy waveform, called a ramp, is useful, and you will come to recognize it as the 
signature of this circuit fragment: capacitor driven by constant current (or "current source"). 


















































